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PREFACE 
TO THE 

THIRD EDITION 

The second edition of this work appeared in 1972, the yar before the 
death of Leo Strauss. In the intervening time, a new generation has ap
prached or reached maturity, and the decision to issue a new edition s 
fforded the opportunity to include their work in this volume, and at the 
same time to widen the scope of the book in important particulars. 
Present or the irst time are chapters on Thucydides and Xenophon, for 
which no explanation will be needed. Present also are chaptes on Hus
sed and Heidegger, for which some explanation might be needed; and a 
statement on Lo Strauss, for which consideable explanation might be 
needed. 

When, in the Preface to the ist edition, we referred to the inclusion 
of chapters on the Muslim and Jewish medievals and on Descartes as 
oen to question, we had in mind of couse that the thinkers inolved 
are not primarily olitical philosophers. Of Huser! and Heidegger the 
same will be said, s it will be said of phenomenology and existentialism 
that they are not political philosophy. Yet one has only to think of the 
1960s and the" adicalism" of the times to be reminded of the impct 
that existentialism however tansformed had on a public consciousness. 
Nor can it be forgotten that Heidegger's philosophiziag either ermit
ted, prepared, or inducd-still a matter for contoversy-his partici
pation, long or short, in a nefarious politics. Perhaps always, perhaps 
emphatically in our times, politics in some derivative and uncertain way 
rsponds to the human contemplation of mankind's powers, horions, 
and gals ana haltingly gives efect to the emergent visions through the 
institutions of government. I trust that a knowledge of the work ofHus
sed and Heidegger will help to deeen a student's compehesion not 
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only of the politics of the twentieth century but of political possibilities 
in principle. 

The chapters on Aristotle, on Burke, and on Bentham and James 
Mill are new to this edition. Replacement ws the result either of the 
withdrawal of the original chapter by its author or of a desire to broaden 
the authorship of the volume by the inclusion of the work of rising or 
risen scholars. 

The inclusion of the Epilogue on eo Strauss-of an essay on one of 
the editors of the book, withal deceased-does indeed demand an expla
nation. I have called for this addition to the volume becuse it is now 
quite clear that Stuss s taken his plce as a thinker in the tradition of 
political philosophy, on a plane not now knowable but of suicient eleva
tion to have made him interesting and controvesial in many places. I 
am conident that the essay will prov� valtable to those who sek a sym
athetic, scrupulous presentation of a diicult and widely studied re, 
a presentation that is not neutal but is nevertheless objective. 

I cannot know or claim that any of the dcisions that have led o the 
diferences between this and the previous edition would have met with 
the senior editor's approval. I hope that this edition will be received 
as continuing the intention of those vesions that have found favor in 
the ast. 

JOSEPH CROPSEY 
Chiago, 1986 



 

PREFACE 
TO THE 

SECOND EDITION 

Coninuing interest in the approach to the teaching of political philos
ophy that is presented in this book has aforded the occasion to publish 
a second edition. The present text difers from the previous one in 
containing a chapter on Kant, new chapters on Augustine, homas 
Aquinas, and Machiavelli, and in revision of important details in the 
chapters on Descartes and Locke. Changes have been made in a few 
other places, but they are minor. 

i 

L.S. 
J.C. 



 



 

PREFACE 
TO THE 

FIRST EDITION 

This book is intended primarily to introduce undergraduate students 
of political science to political philosophy. The authors and editors 
have done their best to take political philosophy seriously, assuming 
throughout that the teachings of the great political philosophers are im
portant not only historically, as phenomena about which we must learn 
f we wish to understand scieties of the present and the past, but also as 
phenomena from which we must learn if we wish to understand those 
societies. We believe that the questions raised by the political philoso
phers of the past are alive in our own society, if only in the way that 
questions can be alive which, in the main, are tacitly or unwittingly 
answered. We have written, further, in the belief that in order to under
stand any society, to analyze it with any depth, the analyst must himself 
be exposed to-these enduring questions and be swayed by them. 

This book is addressed to those who for whatever reason helieve 
that students of political science must have some understanding of 'the 
philosophic treatment of the abiding questions; to those who do not 
believe that political science is scientiic as chemistry and physics are
subjects from which their own history is excluded. That the great ma
jority of the profession concurs in the view that the history of political 
philosophy is a proper part of political science we take to be proved by 
the very common practice of ofering courses on this subject matter. 

We tender this book to the public in full awareness that it is not a 
perfect historical study. It is not even a perfect textbook. It is imperfect 
of its kind, as we freely acknowledge, because for one thing it is not the 
work of one hand. If .the hand could be found that is moved by a single 
mind with the necessary grasp of the literature, that hand would write, 
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if it found time, a more coherent, more uniform book, certainly a more 
comprehensive book-and w� will ourselves adopt it when it appears. 
On the other hand, it must be allowed that the reader of a collaborative 
work is to some extent compensated for these shortcomings by the 
variety of viewpoints, talents, and backgrounds that inform the parts of 
the volume. 

We are convinced that even the most excellent textbook could serve 
only a limited purpose. When a student has mastered the very best 
secondary account of an author's teaching, he possesses an opinion of 
that teaching, a hearsay rather than knowledge of it. If the hearsay is 
accurate, then the student has right opinion; otherwise wrong opinion, 
but in neither case the knowledge that transcends opinion. We would 
be und;r the profoundest possible delusion if we saw nothing paradoxi
cal in inculcating opinion about what is meant to transcend opinion. 
We do not helieve that this textbook or any other can be more than a 
help or a guide to students who, while they read it, are at the same time 
emphatically directed to the original texts. 

We have had to decide to include certain authors and subjects and 
to omit others. In doing so we have not meant to prejudge the issue as to 
what part of politi;al philosophy is alive or deserves to be alive. Surely 
an argument could be-made for the inclusion of Dante, Bodin, Thomas 
More, and Harrington, a}d for the exclusion of the Muslim and Jewi�h 
medieval.:a-nd of Descartes, for example. The amount of space devo�e<l 
to each author could also be questioned, as could our abstaining from 
the practice of mentioning writers' names for the sole purpose of bring
ing them before the student's eye. We will not bore the reader with a 
repetition of the anthologist's prayer for the remission of sins. Everyone 
knows that there cannot be a book like this without decisions and there 
cannot be a decision without a question as to its rightness. The most we 
will assert is that we believe we could defend our deeds. 

L.S. 
J.C. 

N ole: At the end of mo�t chapters, a readng suggesion is given, di
vided into two parts. he pt designated as A contains he wors or 
selections hat in our opinion are indispensable o the sudent's under
standing, while the list' headed B contains importan:- addiionl ma
terial that can be assigned f ime permits. 



 

INTRODUCTION 

Today "political phil?sophy" has become almost synonymous with "ide
ology," not to say "myth." It surely is understood in contradistinction to 
"political science." The distinction between political philosophy and 'p
litical science is a consequence of the fundamental distinction between 
philosophy and science. Even this fundamental distinction is of relatively 
recent origin. Traditionally, philosophy and science were not distin
guished: natural science was one of the most important parts of phi
losophy. The great intellectual revolution of the seventeenth century 
which brought to light modern natural science was a revolution of a 
new philosophy or science against traditional (chiely Aristotelian) phi
losophy or science. But the new philosophy or science was only partly 
successful. The most successful part of the new philosophy or science 
was the new natural science .. By virtue of its victory, the new natural 
science became more and more independent of philosophy, at least.ap
parently, and even, as it were, became an authority for philosophy. In 
this way the distinction between philosophy and science became gener
ally accepted, and eventually also the distinction between political phi
losophy and political science as a kind of natural science of political 
things. Traditionally, however, political philosophy and political science 
were the same. 

Political philosophy is not the same as political thought in general. 
Political thought is coeval with political life. Political philosophy, how
ever, emerged within a particular political life, n Greece, n that past. 
of which we have written records. According to the traditional view, 
the Athenian Socrates (6-39 B.C.) was the founder of political phi
losophy. Scrates was the teacher of Plato, who II his turn was the 
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teacher of Aristotle. The political works of Plato and Aristotle are the 
oldest works devoted to political philosophy which have come dow'to 
us. The kind of political philosophy which was originated by Socrates 
is called classical political philosophy. Classical political philosophy was 
the predominant political philosophy until the emergence of modern 
political philosophy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Modern 
political philosophy came into being through the conscious break with 
the principles established by Socrates. By the same token classical p
litical philosophy is not limited to the political teaching of Plato and 
Aristotle and their schols; it includes also the political teaching of 
the Stoics as well as the political teachings of the church fathers and 
the Scholastics, in so far as these teachings are not based exclusively on 
Divine revelation., The traditional view according to which Scrates 
was the founder of political philosophy is in need of some qualiica
tions, or rather explanations; yet it is less misleading than any alterna
tive view. 

Socrates surely was not the irst philosopher. This means hat 
political philosophy was preceded by philosophy. The irst philosophers 
are called by Aristotle "those who discourse on nature"; he distinguishes 
them from those "who discourse on the gods." The primary theme of 
philosophy, hen, is "nature." What is naure? The irst Greek whose 
work has come down to us, Homer himself, mentions "nature" L,n]y 
a single time; this irst mention of "nature" gives us a most important 
hint as to what the Greek philosophers understod by "nature." In dh, 
tenth book of the Odyssey, Odysseus tells of what befell him on the 
island of the sorceress-goddess Circe. Circe had ransformed many of 
his comrades to swine and locked them in sties. On his way to Circe's 
house to rescue his poor comrades, Odysseus is met by the god Hermes 
who wishes to preserve him. He promises Odysseus an egregious herb 
which will make him safe against Circe's evil arts. Hermes "drew a 
herb from the e4rth and showed me its nature. Black at the root it was, 
like milk its blossom; and, the gods call it moly. Hard is it to dig for 
mortal men, but the gods can do everything." Yet the gods' ability 
lo dig the herb with ea�e would be of no avail if they did not know 
the nature of the herb-its looks and its power-in the irst place. he 
gods are thus omnipotent because they are, not indeed omniscient, but 
the knowers of the natures of the things-of natures which they have 
not made. "Nature" 1eans here the character of a thing, or of a kind 
of thing, rhe way n which a thing or a kind of thing loks and acts, 
and the hing,_,or th� find.' of-thing, is taken not- to have been made by 
gods or men. If we were entitled to take a poetic utterance literally, we 
could say that the irst man we know who spoke of nature was the 
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Wily Odysseus who had seen the towns of many men and had thus 
cohe to know how much the thoughts of men difer from town ,to 
town or from tribe to tribe. 

It seems that the Greek word for nature (physis) means primarily 
"growth" and therefore also that into which a thing grows, the -�erp 
of the growth, the character a thing has when its growth is completed; 
when it can do what only the fully grown thing Qf the kind in questio. 
can do or do well. Things like shes or chairs do not "grow". but "� 
"made": they are not "by nature" but "by art." On the other hand� 
there are things which are "by nature" without having "grown" a1d 
even without having come into being in any way. They are said _ tQ 
be "by nature" because they have not been made and because they -a� 
the "irst things," out of which or through which all other natur.1 
things have come into being. The atoms to which the philosopher 
Democritus traced everything are by nature in the last sense. 

Nature, however understod, is not known by nature. Nature had 
to be discovered. The Hebrew Bible, for example, does not have a word 
for nature. he equivalent in biblical Hebrew of "nature" is something 
like "way" or "custom." Prior to the discovery of nature, men knew 
that each thing or kind of thing has its "way" or its "custom"-its form 
of "regular behavior." There is a way or custom of ire, of dogs, of 
women, of madmen, of human beings: ire burns, dogs bark and wag 
their tails, women ovulate, madmen rave, human beings can speak. 
Yet there are also ways or customs of the various human tribes (Egyp
tians, PeJsians, Spartans, Moabites, Amalekites, and so on). Through 
the discovery of nature the radical diference between these two kinds 
of "ways" or "customs" came to the center of attention. The discovery 
of nature led to the splitting up of "way" or "custom" into "nature" 
(physis) on the one hand and "convention" or "law" (nom"os) on the 
other. For instance, that human beings can speak is natural, but that 
this particular tribe uses this particular language is due to convention. 
The distinction implies that the natural is prior to the conventional. 
The distinction between nature and convention is fundamental for 
classical political philosophy and even for most of modern poltical 
philosophy, as can be seen most simply from the distinction between 
natural right and positive right. 

Once nature was discovered and understod primarily in contra
distinction to law or convention, it became possible and necessary to 
raise this question: Are the political things natural, and if they are, to 
what extent? The very quest�on implied that the laws are not natural. 
But obedience to the laws was generally considered to be justice. Hence 
one was compelled to wonder whether justice is merely conventional or 
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whether there are things which are by nature just. Are even the laws 
merely conventional or do they have their rots in nature? Must the 
laws not be "according to nature," and especially according to the 
nature of man, if they are to be good? The laws are the foundation or 
the work of the political community: is the political community by 
nature? In the attempts to answer these questions it was presupposed 
that there are things which are by nature good for man as man. The 
precise question therefore concerns the relation of what is by nature 
good for man, on the one hand, to justiCe or right on the other. The 
simple alternative is this: all right is conventional or there is some 
natural right. Both opposed answers were given and developed prior 
to Socrates. For a variety of reasons it is not helpful to present here a 
summary of what can be known of these pre-Socratic doctrines. We 
shall get some notion of the conventionalist view (the view that all 
right is conventional) when we turn to Plato's Republic, which contains 
a summary of that view. As for the opposite view, it must suice here 
to say that it was developed by Socrates and classical political philos
ophy in general much beyond the earlier views. 

What then is meant by the assertion that Socrates was the founder 
of political philosophy? Socrates did not write any books. According 
to the most ancient reports, he turned away from the study of the divine 
or natural things and directed his inquiries entirely to the humap 
things, i.e., the just things, the noble things, and the things gOOG for 
man as man; he always conversed about "what is pious, what is im
pious, what is noble, what is base, what is just, what is unjust, what is 
sobriety, what is madness, what is courage, what is cowardice, wila: is 
the city, what is the statesman, what is rule over men, what is a man 
able to rule over men," and similar things.l It seems that Socrates was 
induced to turn away from the study of the divine or natural things 
by his piety. The gods do not approve of man's trying to seek out what 
they do not wish to reveal, especially the things in heaven and beneath 
the earth. A pious man will therefore investigate only the things left 
to men's investigation, i.e., the human things. Socrates pursued his in
vestigations by means ,of conversations. This means that he started from 
generally held opinions. Among the generally held opinions the most 
authoritative ones are those sanctioned by the city and its law-by the 
most solemn convention. But the generally held opinions contradict one 
another. It therefore becomes necessary to transcend the whole sphere 
of the generally held opinions, or of opinion as such, in the direction 
of knowledge. Since even the most authoritative opinions are only opin
ions, even Scrates was compelled to go the way from convention or 
law to' nature, to ascend from law to nature. But now it appear� more 
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clearly than ever before that opinion, convention, or law, contains truth, 
or is not arbitrary, or is in a sense natural. One may say that the law, 
the human law, thus proves to point to a divine or natural law as its 
origin. This implies, however, that the human law, precisely because 
it is not identical with the divine or natural law, is not unqualiiedly 
true or just: only natural right, justice itself, the "idea" or "form" of 
justice, is unqualiiedly just. Nevertheless, the human law, the law of 
he city, is unqualiiedly obligatory for the men subject to it provided 
they have the right to emigrate with their property, i.e., provided their 
subjection to the laws of their city was voluntary.2 

The precise' reason why Scrates became the founder of political 
philosophy appears when one considers the character of the questions 
with which he dealt in his conversations. He raised the question "What 
is . . .  ?" regarding everyhing. This question is meant to bring to light 
the nature of he kind of thing in question, that is, the forin or the 
character of the thing. Socrates presupposed that knowledge of the 
whole is, above all, knowledge of the character, the form, the "essen
tial" character of every part of the whole, as distinguished from 
knowledge of hat out of which or through which the whole may have 
come into being. If the whole consists of essentially diferent parts� 
it is at least possible that the political things (or the human things) are 
essentially ,diferent - from the nonpolitical things-that the political 
things form a class by themselves and therefore can be studied by them
selves. Scrates, it seems, took the primary meaning of "nature" more 
seriously than any of his predecessors: he realized that "nature" is 
primarily "form" or "idea." If this is true, he did not simply turn away 
from the study of the natural things, but originated a new kind of the 
study of the natural things-a kind of study in which, for example, 
the nature or idea of justice, or natural right, and surely the nature of 
the human soul or man, is more important than, for example, the 
nature of the sun. 

One cannot understand the nature of man if one des not under
stand the nature of human society. Scrates as well as Plato and 
Aristotle assumed that the most perfect form of human sciety is the 
pois. The pois is today frequently taken to be the Greek city-state. 
But for the classical politica] philosophers it was accidental that the 
polis was more common among Greeks than among non-Greeks. One 
would then have to say that the theme of classical political philosophy 
was, not the Greek city-state, but the city-state. This presupposes, how
ever, that the city-state is one particular form of "the state." It pre· 
supposes therefore the concept of the state as comprising the city-state 
among other forms of the state. Yet classical political philosophy 
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lacked the concept of "the state." When people speak today of "the 
state," they ordinarily understand "state" n contradistinction to "s
ciety." This distinction is alien to classical political philosophy. It is 
not suicient to say that polis (city) comprises both state and sciety, 
for the concept "city" antedates the distinction between state and so
ciety; therefore one does not understand "the city" by saying the city 
comprises state and sciety. The modern equivalent to "the city" on 
the level of the citizen's understanding is "the country." For when a 
man says, for example, that "the country is in danger," he also has not 
yet made a distinction between state and sciety. The reason why the 
classical political philosophers were chiely concerned with the city was 
not that they were ignorant of other forms of societies in general and 
of political societies n particular. They knew the ,tribe (�e nation) 
as well as such structures as the Persian Empire. They 'were' chiely 
concerned with the city because they preferred the city to those other 
forms of olitical society. The grounds of.this preference may be said 
to have been these: tribes are not capable of a high civilization, and 
very large societies cannot be free societies. Let us remember that the 
authors of the Federalist Papers were still under a compulsion to 
prove that it is possible for a large sciety to be republican or free. Let 
us also remember that the authors of the Federalist Papers signed them
selves "Publius": republicanism points back to classical antiquity :md 
therefore also to classical political philosophy. 

NOTES 

1. Xenophon Memorabilia I. 1. 11-16. 
2. Plato Crito S1d-e• 



 

THUCYDIDES 

Thucydides is the author of a single book, The War of the Peloponnsians 
and the Athnas. I He is not generally thought of as a political philoso
pher, and for obvious and weighty reasons. Not only does he never use 
the term "political philosophy," but he doesn't address, at least not ex
plicitly, its universal questions. Though he tells us what he regarded as 
the best Athenian regime during his lifetime, he never sks of the best 
regime simply; and though he paises several men for their excellence, 
he never discusses the best or most excellent way of life as such. 2 More
over, he presents the results of his "quest for the truth"- (I 20. 3) as an 
account of a single political event, the twenty-seven-year war through 
which the Spartans and their allies brought down the Athenian empire. 
For these rasons, one is inclined to classiy him as a historian. Yet unlike 
his predecessor Herodotus, Thucydides never uses the word "history." 
Nor, in fact, is his theme limited to the one particular war. He claims 
that his study of it will be useul for those who seek clarity, not only 
about the war, but more generally about the past, and even about the 
ue, which in his view will again resemble the past that he has 
brought to light. Accordingly, he daes to call his work "a ossession for 
all time" (I 22.4). Since, therefore, he sees his theme as a particular event 
that reveals the compehensive and permanent truth, at least about hu
man afais, his fcusing on that one vent des not entitle us to regard 
him simply as a historian. Yet it is still hard to think of a man who says so 
little about univesals, who, indeed, hardly even discusses his own claim 
or his work's universal significance, as a philosopher or a political phi
losopher. Perhaps it is best, then, instead of attempting to classiy his 
thought, to turn to a closer look at the book's most distinctive features. 
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Thucydides' oening sentence tells us that he began to write about 
the Peloponnesian War rom its outset, since he expected it to e a great 
one and the most noteworthy war there d ever been. He adds that the 
war did prove to be the "greatest motion," or change, that had ever c
curred, at lest among the Greeks. To suport his claim, he observes that 
the antagonists were at a ak of wealth and ower and also that the war 
was unequaled in the suferings it ccasioned (I 1. 1-2, 23.1-2). But 
Thucydides des not restrict himself to these initial arguments to er
suade us of the war's greatness or importance. More immediately com
elling is the impact of the work as a whole, with its austere but vivid 
narative that makes us witnesses to the actions and the suerings it 
records. We feel the war's gratness becuse we feel its presence. This 
feeling is heightend still urther through Thucydides' inclusion of po
litical seeches,in direct-discourse, by the participants themselves. We 
seem to hear the skes as they argue in the name of justice or call upon 
the gods, as they appal to the love of freedom or of imerial glory, and as 
they wn of the tertible consequences of mistaken policies. These 
speeches indeed make the war seem present to us. But, still more imor
tantly, they sk to our own moral and olitical concerns, and they call 
uon us to respond to the war, as the antagonists themselves did, in their 
light. The order of the accompanying narrative, and its choice of empha
s, are also designed to appeal to these concerns. And it is primarily 
in this way, by fostering our own moral and political concerns, (�.
Thucydides makes us receptive to his claim for the war's greatness and its 
universal significance. 

The seeches in Thucydides' book, with their moal seriousness and 
their urgency, call upon us to take sides for or against them, and yet 
every eader mst be struck by the contrast between the outsokenness 
of these seeches and Thucydides' own eticence. He des, to e sure, 
make some plicit judgments. But for the most part he ds not tell us 
what he would have us think of the warring cities and their leaders, or of 
the many speeches and actions that he relates. Now this silence des not 
mean that he s indiferent, or that he no longer responds to men and 
events, as he encourages us to do, with approval and disapproval. It 
shows, ather, that he is a skillul political educator. For the moral se
riousness that he fostes in us remains immature, it des not sficiently 
help s to promote the well-being of our communities, which it neces
sarily wants to promote, unless it is guided by or culminates in political 
wisdom. And since Olitical wisdom is primarily good judgment about 
unprecedented, aticulr'situations, it is not so much a subject mat
ter to be tught-aS-::-skHl -to e develoed though practice. Accord
ingly, instead of telling us whether or not he approves of a given policy, 
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Thucydides asks S to make our own judgments, and then to subject 
them to the testing that the war provids. He thus lets s hear seeches 
in the assemblies oth for and against some course of action, and like the 
assemblymen we must take our own stand, one way or the other, with
out eplicit guidance. Only subsequently, and in stages, s in olitical 
life itself, do we learn the atermath of the actions that wee in fact taken; 
and even then it is primarily up to us to weigh their true inluence and 
to make the appropriate inferences as to their wisdom. To be sure, 
Thucydides' selection and ordering of narrative details, along with his 
explicit judgments, whose weight is all the greater for their rarity, help 
us to ind our bearings in these relections, to such a degr�wJact that 
his translator Hobbes could say that "the naration itself Oti secretly 
instruct the eader, and more efectually than can possibly be done by 
pecept." 3 But these helps come fruitul only when we accept the 
ook's challenge'ro:,take ositions of our own and to learn from our own 
misakes. Indeed, an introductory statement such as this one would be 
wose than useless if it were to convey the impession of eing a way o 
avoid this laor. 

Now it is true, as we hve already noted, that hucydides' reticence 
extends not merely to rticular questions, such as those regarding pol
icy, but also, and esecially, to universal ones, and this despite the fact 
that the speakes in his book make many and contadictory claims about 
the most important of these matters. But here to, we shall ee, his re
serve is not a sign of indiference but, rather, an imortant eleent in 
his ducation of his readers. For mistaken ositions with regard to uni
vesal questions can result in a pattern of erroneous particular judg
ments, and Thucydides' narrative helps his attentive readers to notice, 
and thereby to overcome, some of these deep-s�ted sources of error. In 
ddition, the arguments themselves by which the various speakers sup
ort their univesal claims oten contain inconsistencies, which reveal 
diiculties in the sakers' own ositions. If we think through thse 
diiculties, as our own concen with the mattes at issue compels us to 
do, they oint in the diection of a more dequate undersanding. On 
ccasion, Thucydides ds indicate his own answers to these universal 
questions, in part by criticizing te mistaken views of some of the lead
es in the war. But even in these cases, where he explicitly guides our 
thinking, he ist encourags us to take our own ositions, which may 
well dier from his, and to apprach his pespective through our own 
experience with the ook. Moreover, his explicit judgments are always 
incomplete, ,and they raise urther qustions, which we must answer on 
our own. 

ter his brief intductory account of the emergence and growth of 
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Greek civilization, Thucydides begins his narative of the war itself by 
looking at its causes. In his view the truest cause, though it was least 
manifest in speech, was that the Athenians, by becoming great and thus 
arousing fear, compelled the Spartans to go to war. But he adds that he 
will also record the causes, or rather-s we may also translate the same 
Greek word-accsations, that were openly spoken (I 23.5 -6; cf. 188). 
Indeed, Thucydides seems to devote far more attention to these openly 
spoken causeS than to the one he regards as truest. This impression is 
somewhat misleading, however, since these open accusations concerned 
insances of the very growth of Athenian power that hucydides saw s 
the war's tUest cause. But the main justification for his pocedure is that 
it helps us to feel the imact of the war's eginnings as they actually 
appeared, openly and in public. If these appearances should be decep
tive, as indeed Thucydides says they were, his presentation encourages 
us to conirm this fact for ouselves rather than simply accepting it on his 
authority. Moreover, it is only by beginning from these simplest appear
ances that we can poperly appreciate the primary theme ofThucydides' 

- study of the war, namely justice, or justice in its relation to compulsion. 
The fst accusation of the war was an accusation against Athens by 

Corinth, a naval power like Athens itself and an important memer of 
the Spartan or Peloponnesian alliance. The Corinthians charged that 
Athens, by helping the Corinthian colony Corcyra in a sea attle against 
them, had violated the truce that bound the Sartan and Atheuian al-
liances (155.2; cf. 144). The Athenians had recently entered into a de
fensive alliance with Corcyra, which was threatened by war with Cor
inth, despite Corinthian warnings that this would provoke a general 
war, for they elieved that the war was coming in any event, and they 
didn't want o allow Corcyra, with its large ay, to come under Cor
inthian contol. Corcyra's lcation on the coastal route to Italy and Sicily 
ws also a factor in the Athenians' decision, though we are not told 
whether this impressed them more from a defensive or an ofensive point 
of view. Soon ater this irst collision with Corinth there arose the cca
sii for a second Corinthian charge against Athens, to which the Athe
nians responded with a countercharge of their own. The sea battle 
against Corcya hd ended disappointingly for Corinth, and the Athe
nians fared that the Corinthians wold retaliate by persding Poti
daea, a city they had colonized but which was now an ally of Athens, to 
rvolt fom the Athenian alliance. Accordingly, Athens ordered the Poti
dans to tear down one of their walls, to give them hostages, and to 
expel their Corinthian magistrates. The' Potideans, however, reused 
these demands, which prompted them instead to carry out the revolt 
that the Corinthians hd inded been urging, and that Sarta d also 
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encouragd by promising to invade Athenian territory if Athens should 
attack them. he Corinthians sent an army to help defend Potidaea; and 
when the Athenians in turn dispatched a large attacking force, there was 
another battle in which Athenians and Corinthians, despite the general 
truce, fought against one another. When the Athenians, who were the 
victors in this attle, proceeded to lay siege to Potida, Corinth accused 
Athens of besieging its colony, with Corinthian troops inside. The Athe
nians, for their t, chargd Corinth with having brought about the 
rebellion of one of their tribute-paying al.1ies and with having fought 
openly on its side (I, 66). 

Son ater the siege had begun at Potida, the Corinthians sum
moned their allies o Sparta, where they accused the Athenians of having 
boken the truce and of doing injustice to the Peloonnese. The Spartans 
themselves invited the allies o make their allegations of Athenian in
justice before a Spartan assembly, and we learn that a number of cities 
had charges of their own against Athens. he orinthian speech at this 
assembly, which Thucydides presents in its entirety, argues that Athe
nian actions at Corcyra and Potidaea e mere! y the most recent instances 
of a long-continued policy designed to enslave all of Greece. Many 
cities, the Corinthians say, have already een enslavd by Athens, and 
now even Sparta's allies are being plotted against and deprivd of their 
reedom. To help convey a sense of the danger to Greece, the COrinthians 
give a description of the bold, resourceul, and acquisitive Athenian 
chaacter, a description that they summarize by saying that the Athe
nians Hare of such a nature as neither to have rest themselves nor to allow 
it to the other human eings" (I 70.9). The Corinthians conclude by 
urging the Spartans to invde Attica before it is to late to help Potidaea 
and the other cities. Later, the inal speaker at this assembly, a Spartan 
ephor, also urges his fellow citizens not to etray their allies to the Athe
nian aggessors. The Spartan assembly then resolved, overwhelmingly, 
that the Athenians had boken the truce and were committing injustice, 
and they prepared to ask the allies, to declare war against them- in com
mon(187.2-4). It appeas, then, that the cause of the war wasAthenian 
injstices, and the thrat of ure injustices, against the Greeks ad; in 
particular, against Spartas allies. And this impression was sharo, Thu
cydides tells us, by the great prepondeance of the Greek world, whose 
sympathies at the beginning of the war inclined toward Sparta, espe
cially since it claimed to be engaging in a war of liberation (II 8.4- 5). 
Even the gd at Delphi promised the Spartans that he would ssist 
them, whether called Of uncalld, t:us suggesting that the Sartan war 
efort- ws to e in the service of punishing Athenian injUstice (I 118.3; 
f. II 54.4-5). 
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Thucydides s already told us, however, that Sarta's decision to go 
to war, and to try o crush Athenian power, was pompted less by the 
allies' ccusations against Athens than by its own fear. Moreover, his 
narative of the ity-year interval between the Persian and Peloponne
sian Wars tends to support this claim, at least to the extent that it shows 
Sparta's failure se�iously to oppose the emergence and rapid gowth of an 
Athenian empire (189. 1-118.2). In keeping with this, the Corinthian 
seech at Spara is at least as much a coplaint about Spartan indif
ference as it is an accusation against Athens, and the Corinthians even 
theaten to desert the alliance if Sarta should continue to do nothing. 
Esecially in the light of this threat, it does seem to be more a fear of 
losing their allies than a desire to potect them, let alone to save the rest 
of Greece from Athenian tyranny, that brings about the change from the 
Spartans' habitual reluctance to gQ to war. ni this impression will be 
conirmed by subsequent Spartan behavior during the war-in particu
r, by their treatment of Platea and their agreement with Athens to 
ccept the Peace of .Nicias. Yet however little of generosity there may 
have been in Sparta's motives for declaring war, Athenian aggression 
would still appear to have been responsible for its outbreak. 

The case against Athens is weaker than it appears, though, in at 
last one respect. Though the Corinthians and the Spartans accusd the 
Athenians of having violated the truce between them, this aspect of their 
argument seems to have een quite unsound. The Athenians' defe;)slv': 
alliance with Corcyra, however provocative, was not clearly forbidden 
under the truce; and even the Corinthians never claimed that Athenian 
harshness toward Potida was in violation of it. Moreover, the .. 4.the
nians ofered, in conformity with the truce, to submit all contoversies 
to binding arbitation, which the Sartans neither ofered nor accepted. 
The Athenian leader Pericles relied largely on these facts to ersade the 
Athenians not to yield to last-minute Spartan ultimatums (I 78.4, 
140.2, 14.2). Even the Spartan king Archidamus, who oposed the 
war in the Spartan assembly, acknowledged that it was unlawul to go o 
war against a city that ofered arbitration; and he warned that Sparta, if it 
did declare a war, would e regarded as having begun it. ater, in fact, 
when the war was going bdly for them, the Sartans themselvs came 
to elieve that by their reusal of arbitration, and other such oenses, 
they had een guilty of irst braking the truce and thus starting the war 
(181.5; VII 18.2; cf. V 20.2). 

Thucydides, how�v�r, des not endorse this Spartan belief in their 
own mUlt, no, th� .ex9Qeration of Athens that it implies. According o 
him, we recall1 the Athenians "compelled" the Spartans to go to war 
ae of the fear that their gowing power inspired in them. Though 
the Spartans'· truest motive for wging war hardly deserves our paise, 
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